HOMES
THIS PAGE Brad and Laura Christie incorporated several
elements for relaxation into the design of their new Wānaka
home including a hanging chair, made cosy with a sheepskin
from Wilson & Dorset, and a cedar hot tub: “The tub turned up
a day before the Covid lockdown last year – perfect timing,”
says Brad. OPPOSITE To gain privacy for the main bedroom,
the couple planted a “rescue” tree from a family friend’s garden,
a maidenhair tree (Ginkgo biloba ‘Jade Butterflies’) which won’t
grow too tall or wide for the small garden.
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building – their Wānaka
home reflects both
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HOMES
THESE PAGES (from left) Laura and Brad Christie sit on an
Ipanema suite from McKenzie & Willis in Wānaka. A fire pit
made of Otago schist is a much-used fulcrum of the outdoor
entertaining area; the French oak floors inside are from
Marchand, a company owned by Brad and his two brothers.

L

aura Christie is a bookworm.
Her idea of heaven is to
disappear down the rabbit hole
of imagination. And so, when
she and husband Brad built in
Wānaka, a reading nook in a little library area was
top of the wish-list. Fortunately, the young mum also
has a head for heights: like Alice when she nibbled
on the Eat Me cake, the book shelving grew, and
grew, until it stretched 5.8m up one wall.
The Christies, who are in their 30s, moved to
Wānaka from Dunedin four years ago. It made sense
in many ways. Family, including Brad’s parents and
Laura’s brother, already lived in the area, the
relocation widened the scope for Christie Brothers
Building – the construction company Brad and his
brother Matt own and operate – and well, with the
mountain and the lake, what’s not to love?
The couple moved in with Laura’s brother, a local
helicopter pilot, while they searched for land. The
sloping site in the Northlake subdivision they
decided on was unusual in that it had three road
frontages. “It meant we wouldn’t be looking into
anyone else’s backyard, but at the same time, any
house would be very visible from the street,” says
Brad. Luckily he knew the right person for the job.
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THIS PAGE (clockwise from top) The Marko dining table from Cintesi made of oak veneer with angled black steel legs is well matched by the barstools; the
standard lamp on the left is from The Workroom. Rupert, the tabby, ventures upstairs. The kitchen has concrete benches and black steel on the island front; Brad
custom-designed the recessed light above the island. OPPOSITE The floor-to-ceiling library is Laura’s domain, which she curated thoughtfully: “I put all my
favourite books at eye level, including Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter and The Tea Rose series,” she says, then added photographs, ornaments and plants.
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‘I like a

contemporary
style but to be
eclectic, too’

THIS PAGE (from top) An art

print by Grace Popplewell
hangs in the living room
where architect Barry
Condon designed the high
windows to capture a peep of
the mountains. Animal lover
Laura has named the hares
Florence and Fergus; they
came from Folklore in Clyde,
while Fiona the cow is an art
print from By the Horns.
OPPOSITE (clockwise from
top) It’s a toss-up who gets to
the shaggy beanbag first
– Laura or cat Ralph. The art
print beside the guest
bedroom door is of the
couple’s cats dressed in
Victoria garb. The powder
room has a freestanding
Como basin by Concrete
Nation and a Bjorn oval
mirror bought at The Banyan
Tree in Melbourne.
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Architect Barry Condon is practised at taking his
clients’ thoughts and pushing them to design
heights. Laura and Brad had sketched up a general
shape and floor plan but admit it was Barry who
“put his flair in to make it work”. First, he formed the
house as two intersecting wedges, with roof lines
rising to take advantage of the views of Mt Maude,
but also carefully placed on the site to provide
privacy. Then he amplified the library.
Of course, the couple loved his concept and, when
their first-born, Ted, was just three months old, they
began to build. Brad and Matt took to the tools every
evening and on weekends while building other
people’s houses during the day. It was a full-on
undertaking. Laura, a practice and district nurse,
juggled casual work while looking after a young
baby. “It was a straightforward job,” says Brad in
customary laid-back fashion. “Laura was pretty
understanding.” The Christies moved in one day
before Ted’s first birthday.
From the exterior, the home has a strong
geometric presence with angled roofs that echo the
snowy ridges in the background. Pale horizontal
cedar cladding glows warm in the sunlight while
deep-set windows with dark joinery provide
definition. Inside, the split-level configuration
follows the natural lie of the land: down a half flight
from the entry is the living zone and a couple of
spare bedrooms; up a half flight is the main suite
with a nursery and home office. The genius in this is
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THIS PAGE The main bedroom has pale pink bedlinen from

A&C Homestore and a velvet headboard by George
Collective; Laura loves the mid-century modern feel of
the bedside clock from Nood while the pendant light from
Citta echoes the oak of the bedside tables.

THIS PAGE (clockwise from top left) Guests sleep in a bedroom with floor-to-ceiling windows accompanied by a swan by General Eclectic . A foliage artwork
from Nood flourishes near Ted’s bedroom. In the ensuite, underfloor heating keeps toes warm in winter and there’s a view of Mt Iron from the shower. The ensuite
has Flynn Round mirrors from Shut the Front Door, oak vanities and aged brass Progetto Chap tapware from Plumbline.
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that the foyer and library area can inflate into that
double-height void. Travelling through the spaces,
there’s a sense of both intimacy and expanse.
Of course, moving in wasn’t the end of the project.
The couple took time to discover furniture they
loved. “I like a contemporary style but to be eclectic,
too,” says Laura.
She has enjoyed getting to know the house – the
way the light moves through it, where to retreat
when the prevailing westerly blows (a tiny eastfacing courtyard with a wraparound schist wall is
perfect) and finding the best places to read. Apart
from a hanging chair in the library, a shaggy
sheepskin beanbag in the living room would be a
natural choice, but it’s often occupied by a savvy
feline, either ragdoll Ralph or the tabby Rupert. Or
there’s the breakfast bar in the sleek grey-andtimber kitchen. This was once a wonderful place to
see out over the neighbourhood, but after the
addition of three bay trees, it’s far more private.
There’s also the deep concrete bathtub in the main
bathroom. “It’s the perfect shape to nestle down in.”
If this sounds all very relaxed and indulgent, don’t
be fooled. The couple has learned to treasure
precious moments of downtime: Laura in her
literature wonderland when she’s finished work and
Ted is asleep – and Brad who is happiest enjoying
get-togethers around the fire pit with family and
friends or outdoors. As soon as their home was
finished he returned the favour by helping Matt
build his own house, just around the corner. After
two years of weekend work, you’d think he’d give it a
break. But no – a tiny playhouse for Ted was next on
the agenda, one that mimics the big one, complete
with mono-pitch roofs and cedar cladding.
They’re slowly making the home their own.
A jasmine vine now grows along the back fence, the
top shelf in the scullery is filling up with Brad’s
collection of single malt whiskies and the latest print
is a photograph featuring their two cats dressed up
as Victorian princes: “It’s not as odd as it sounds,”
laughs Laura. There’s a baby sibling for Ted on the
way, another rug to be sourced for the living room
and more artwork on the menu. Laura only hopes
she’ll still have time to fossick around the secondhand bookshops. ■

THIS PAGE (from top) Laura, Brad and Ted will soon be a
foursome, with a new baby on the way. Ted by the playhouse
built by his dad to match the family’s home. OPPOSITE At the
entrance, a line of sight slices right through the house to the
landscape beyond and a potted jasmine vine provides a
fragrant welcome.
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THIS PAGE The Christie Brothers Building project is not only

home but something to be proud of for Brad and his brother
Matt; Stevensons Island/Te Peka Kārara can be seen in the
background while Laura has planted standard roses ‘Margaret
Merril’ to soften the lines of the house.

Q&A

One tip when building:

Investing in a good
architect and builder.
(Brad)
Your favourite
bookstore: Hard to Find

Books on Dowling St in
Dunedin. I’ve found so
many greats on my
ventures there. I try to pop
in every time I’m back in
Dunedin and I never leave
empty-handed. (Laura)
Well-kept secret spot
where you live: Federal

Diner, tucked down a wee
alley, has the most exquisite
salads and raw slices. Even
better is that you go past
47 Frocks on your way and
can check out some
incredible local fashion and
jewellery. For a small town
Wānaka has so many
hidden gems – my fave is
locally owned boutique
interior design store The
Workroom. (Laura)
Favourite thing to do
when you get home:

I love to just take stock and
breathe in the mountain
views. (Laura)
On a hot day, open the
sliders, turn on the outdoor
speakers, sit back and have
a beer out of the bar. (Brad)
Bravest decision:

Following through with
Barry’s vision for the
two-storey bookcase and
trusting our own style,
rather than what others
would love. (Laura)
Brad and Laura Christie
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